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Want to feel empowered? At Birkman, we use data to help people understand themselves better by uncovering strengths and blind spots, building and enhancing strong relationships, and finding true fulfillment in their careers. Based on seven decades of science and research, the report options below are designed to help you manage stress, understand your unique motivators, and guide your career decisions.
          

          
            When you make a purchase, we will direct you to The Birkman Method questionnaire, consisting of 298 questions. Your email address is a critical part of this process, so make sure it is entered correctly. Before beginning the questionnaire, plan to dedicate at least 30 minutes of uninterrupted time, free from distractions.
          

          
             If you are interested in purchasing more than one of the reports listed below, or if you require assistance or have questions, please contact support@birkman.com or call us at 713-623-2760 (Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Central Time).
          


          
            
            
              
                
                                    
                  
                

              

              
                BirkmaND and Basics Report Package - Embrace neuroinclusion. Diversify success.

                
                  The BirkmaND report is designed to power success in the workplace for neurodivergent individuals with either Autism Spectrum Disorder or Attention-Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). The BirkmaND report includes five sections, each suggesting different workplace accommodations geared toward increasing inclusion and thus productivity at work. The first four sections are based on your answers to The Birkman Method questionnaire, which means that these recommendations are based on your unique personality profile. The fifth section includes general sensory workplace accommodations. Please note that this report is best used as a starting point for guided conversation. This package also includes your Birkman Basics report, which provides a high-level exploration of your strengths, underlying needs, stress reactions, and occupational interests. After your completion of The Birkman Method questionnaire, you will receive your reports within two business days.
                

                
                  Note: The Birkman Method is not a diagnostic tool and should not be used as such. Birkman does not ensure diagnoses or ask for diagnoses in order to purchase or use the BirkmaND report.
                

                
                  
                    Price: $195
                  
                

              

            

            
            
              
                
                                    
                  
                

              

              
                Birkman Basics Report - A simple way to understand yourself.

                
                  Looking to understand how your personality style can impact communication, relationships, and productivity? Gain an understanding of your strengths, behaviors, motivations, stressors, and interests with the Birkman Basics report. Consider the Birkman Basics report if you would like a more comprehensive look at how your personality and style fit into the social fabric. This report can be self-interpreted and covers the fundamental elements of The Birkman Method but does not include our Birkman Components (our secret sauce).
                

                
                  
                    Price: $129 (view a sample report)
                  
                

                
                  You can also purchase this quick course to help you better understand your own Birkman Basics report.
                

              

            

            
            
              
                
                                    
                  
                

              

              
                Careertyping - Align your passions with the right job.

                
                  Do you find yourself facing a career change or need reassurance that you are in the right job? Careertyping matches jobs with your interests, increasing your job satisfaction. It also compares your personality to the careers of others who are successful and satisfied in these roles. This multi-faceted report combines general information about your interests with specific occupational data to show you the careers and job titles that most look like you. The Careertyping report also offers insights into how you approach the interview process to help you land that job.
                

                
                  
                    Price: $129 (view a sample report)
                  

                

              

            


            
            
              
                
                                    
                  
                

              

              
                Signature Coaching Package - An in-depth look into your personality and career.

                
                  If you want to invest in yourself at the highest level of detail, the Signature Coaching Package offers you the most detailed reporting available. It includes a 60 to 90-minute personal coaching conversation with a Birkman Certified Professional and will focus on the issues you face, the goals you have, and attributes that will help you meet those goals and challenge your perception of success. We will assign a consultant to meet with you virtually (telephone or web-conference) and offer you professional insights. Due to the in-depth nature of this report, you will not receive it upon completion. Your consultant will provide you with your personalized Signature Report before your conversation.
                

                
                  Price: $625 (view a sample report)
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